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Department of Computer Science, K.U.LeuvenAbstractThe Rational Krylov Sequence (RKS) method can be seen as a generalisation of Arnoldi's method. Itprojects a matrix pencil onto a smaller subspace; this projection results in a small upper Hessenberg pencil.As for the Arnoldi method, RKS can be restarted implicitly, using the QR decomposition of a Hessenbergmatrix. This restart comes with a projection of the subspace using a rational function. In this paper, it isshown how the restart can be worked out in practice. In a second part, it is shown when the �ltering of thesubspace basis can fail and how this failure can be handled.AMS Subject Classi�cation. 65F15Keywords: Rational Krylov method, implicitly restarted Arnoldi, generalised eigenvalue problem, shift-invert



1 IntroductionThe Rational Krylov Sequence (RKS) algorithm [12, 15, 13, 14] is an algorithm that �nds a limited set ofeigenvalues of a (generalised) eigenvalue problemAx = �Bxin a certain region of the complex plane. Eigenvalues in such a region are called `wanted' eigenvalues, theycan be rightmost eigenvalues, the largest or the smallest eigenvalues,... RKS extends the idea of shift-invertArnoldi [10, 16, 17] by computing a rational Krylov subspacefv1; S1v1; S2S1v1; : : :g ; with Si = (A � �iB)�1B;instead of a regular Krylov subspace with a �xed �. The subspace is spanned by an orthogonal basis Vk.The eigenvalue problem is then projected onto this subspace. From the projected problem a sequence ofapproximate eigenvalues and eigenvectors is computed that, under mild assumptions, converges to a certaineigenpair.However, the size of the subspace can become too large. E.g., if more than one eigenvalue is sought,then it is not necessary to extend Vk each time with a large number of vectors. Eigenvalues are computedone at a time. When a new, di�erent eigenvalue is wanted, Vk contains a lot of superuous informationfor the computation of that eigenvalue. On the other hand, it is a waste of computational e�ort to restartthe algorithm totally and to begin with a completely new subspace. For Arnoldi's method, the ImplicitlyRestarted Arnoldi method [5, 4, 18] was proposed as a solution to this problem. Similarly, the RKS methodcan be restarted implicitly [3] or explicitly. This can be done without losing too much relevant information.Implicitly restarting the RKS method then corresponds to �ltering the subspace with a rational �lterVk�p ! p�1Yi=0(A� �k�iB)�1(�iA� �iB)Vk�p;where the �i; �i may be chosen freely. Therefore, it was called Implicitly Filtered RKS (IFRKS). In [8], itwas noticed that this �ltering property can be used to �lter away spurious eigenvalues. Indeed, if the matrixB is singular, then the problem has an in�nite eigenvalue (possibly defective) that will be approximated bylarge �nite eigenvalues. These spurious eigenvalues can mislead the algorithm, e.g. when the largest �niteeigenvalues are needed. They can also have an important inuence on the accuracy of the solution. Theeigenvectors of the in�nite eigenvalue lie in the null-space of the columns of B. Restarting the subspace with�i = 0, will then remove these spurious eigendirections from the basis Vk.In this text, we show how the restarting algorithm that has been presented in [3], can be used safely toshrink the subspace Vk. We also show in which cases the implicit �ltering of the subspace can fail. Therefore,this text must be seen as a continuation of [3]. It reects somewhat the downside of the IFRKS method.However, we show how the problems can be avoided that come along with it.The text is structured as follows. In x1, we explains briey the RKS method. We show how RKS reducesthe matrix pencil and how approximate eigenvalues can be computed from the resulting, small pencil. In x2,we show how an RKS relation can be restarted implicitly in a most general way. We propose two possiblepractical ways to compute the restart. In x3, we focus on a possible aw in the method : the �lteringprocedure can fail. We give an example of this property and show how it can be detected. x4 closes the textwith some conclusions.1.1 The RKS algorithmAlgorithm 1 RKS0. Given v1 2 Cn; kv1k = 1.Let V1 = [v1].1. For i = 1; : : : ; k do1.1. Select a pole �i and a continuation vector ti 6= 0 2 Ci1.2. Form w = (A� �iB)�1BViti.1.3. Orthogonalise w against the columns of Vi and let hi = V �i w.1.4. Normalise vi+1 = w=�i with �i = kwk.1.5. Compute the approximate eigenpair (�i; yi). 2



In this section, we de�ne the RKS algorithm and we de�ne the most important matrices that are involvedin the text. The RKS algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. In each step i, it computes a vectorw = (A� �iB)�1BViti;which is orthogonalised and added to the basis ViVi+1 = [Vi vi+1]vi+1 = (w � Vihi)=�iwith hi = V �i w and �i = kw� Vihik:The scalar �i is called the pole, ti 2 Ci is the continuation vector. It is easy to see thatAVi+1 � hi�i � = BVi+1(�i � hi�i �+ � ti0 �):Summarising this information of the �rst k steps, we getAVk+1Hk = BVk+1Kk; (1)where Kk; Hk 2 Ck+1�k are unreduced upper Hessenberg matrices and V �k+1Vk+1 = I. (An unreduced upperHessenberg matrix is a matrix that has nonzero subdiagonal elements.) If we collect the poles in a diagonalmatrix Mk = diag(�i) 2 Ck�k and the continuation vectors in an upper triangular matrix Tk 2 Ck+1�k,then Kk = HkMk + Tk: (2)Note that any pair of unreduced Hessenberg matrices can be decomposed in a unique way as in (2). Therefore,any relation (1) with unreduced Hessenberg matrices corresponds uniquely to a RKS process with a certainstarting vector, a set of poles and continuation vectors assuming that none of the poles is an eigenvalue of(A;B). We will call (1) a RKS relationship when it ful�lls that condition.It should be noted that (1) can be shifted. The following lemma shows this in a slightly more generalisedway.Lemma 1.1 Suppose that AVk+1Hk = BVk+1Kk + Sk. Given a set of scalars �; �; �, then this relationcan be rewritten as(A � �B)Vk+1(�Kk � �Hk) = (�A� �B)Vk+1(Kk � �Hk) + (��� �)Sk :Proof Obvious. 2Notation 1.1 Matrices are denoted by upper case roman characters. The index of a matrix is equal to itsnumber of columns (this is also the iteration step in which it is constructed). The k � k leading submatricesof the (rectangular) Kk; Hk; Tk are denoted by Kk; Hk; T k. The range of the columns of a matrix V isdenoted by R (V ). The i; j-th element of a matrix H is denoted by (H)i;j. Lower case roman characters arevectors and scalars are denoted by Greek characters, �� denotes the complex conjugate of a scalar. �� denotesthe Hermitian transpose and k � k denotes the 2-norm. The machine precision is denoted by u.1.2 Computation of the approximate eigenvaluesThe large matrix pencil (A;B) is projected on the smaller pencil (Kk;Hk). However, the approximateeigenvalues can not be computed directly from these matrices, since they are rectangular. There are di�erentways to reduce (Kk;Hk) to a (generalised) eigenvalue problem.De�nition 1.1 [9, 11] Given a matrix A and a subspace basis Vk. Then (�; y = Vkz) is called a Ritz pairof A (in R (Vk)) with respect to R (Vk) if Ay � �y ? Vk:(�; y) is a Harmonic Ritz pair of A with respect to R (Vk) ifAy � �y ? AVk:3



Applying this de�nition on the reduced eigenvalue problem of the RKS relation, gives the followinglemma.Lemma 1.2 Suppose that B is nonsingular. Then (�; y = Vk+1Hkz) is a Ritz pair of B�1A with respect toR (Vk+1Hk) if H�kKkz � �H�kHkz = 0:(�; y = Vk+1Hkz) is a Harmonic Ritz pair of B�1A with respect to R (Vk+1Hk) ifK�kKkz � �K�kHkz = 0:Suppose that �k is not an eigenvalue of (A;B). Then the solution (�; y = Vk+1Hkz) ofKkz � �Hkz = 0 (3)is a Harmonic Ritz pair of B�1(A � �kB).Proof The �rst part is proven in [6]. The second part follows fromB�1AVk+1Hkz � �Vk+1Hkz ? B�1AVk+1HkVk+1Kkz � �Vk+1Hkz ? Vk+1KkK�kKkz � �K�kHkz = 0:The last result can be found by shifting (1) with �k and noticing that the (k+1; k)-th element of Kk��kHkis zero. If �k is not an eigenvalue of (A;B), then Kk � �kHk has full rank (see [3]), so(Kk � �kHk)�Kkz � �(Kk � �kHk)�Hkz = (Kk � �kHk)�Kkz � �(Kk � �kHk)�Hkz = 0;so Kkz � �Hkz = 0: 2If the eigenvalues that are wanted lie in the interior of the spectrum of (A;B), then using Harmonic Ritzvalues can turn out to be advantageous. However, the importance of the di�erence between `regular' Ritzvalues and Harmonic Ritz values is not clear at this moment. In the remainder of this text, we will use thethird option (3) to compute the approximate eigenpair, since this option seems to be a most natural choicefor RKS.We will measure the level of convergence of the algorithm by the residual norm of the approximateeigenvectorkrkk = kAyk � �kBykk = kAVk+1Hkzk � �kBVk+1Hkzkk = j�kzk;kjj�k � �kjkBvk+1k; (4)with zk;k the k-th component of zk. We assume that kBvk+1k = O(1). The residual norm will be smallif j�kzk;kj and/or j�k � �kj is small. If we do not change the pole �k in every step, then j�k � �kj will belarger than j�kzk;kj. However, it is not necessary for j�kj to be small when the method converges to someeigenvector. But if the method converges, then j�kzk;kj, which is a measure for the contribution of vk+1 inyk, must clearly tend to zero.2 Applying IFRKSIn this section, we show in general how the RKS subspace Vk+1 can be �ltered implicitly, using the matricesKk and Hk. Then we derive two possible ways to compute this restart. In the next section, we will showthat even when things are carefully computed, the �ltering of Vk can fail. First, we recall how the RKSrelation can be restarted. Theorem 2.1 is a generalised formulation of the result in [3].Theorem 2.1 Consider a RKS relationship (1).(a) Given an orthogonal matrix Q 2 Ck+1�k, a vector q 2 Ck+1 that is orthogonal to Q, q�Q = 0. Thenthere exists a matrix Z 2 Ck�k�1, with q�KkZ = 0 = q�HkZ: (5)If we call V +k = Vk+1Q, K+k�1 = Q�KkZ and H+k�1 = Q�HkZ, thenAV +k H+k�1 = BV +k K+k�1 (6)is a new RKS relation. The corresponding shifts �+i are given by �+i = �i+1; i = 1; : : : ; k � 1.4



(b) Given the set of Ritz vectors yi = Vk+1Hkzi; i = 1; : : : ; k. IfR (Z) = R (z1; : : : ; zk�1)R (Q) = R (Hkz1; : : : ;Hkzk�1; u) ; where u�Hk = 0;then the new Ritz values are �+i = �i and zi = Zz+i , i = 1; : : : ; k � 1.(c) If, given the scalars �; � 2 C, with ��i 6= �, Q is computed from the QR decompositionQR = �Kk � �Hk; Q 2 Ck+1�k and R 2 Ck�k; (7)then R �V +i � = R �(A � �iB)�1(�A� �B)Vi� ; i = 1; : : : ; k:Proof The proof of (a) and (c) can be found in [3]. We only prove (b). If �i is computed fromM�Kkzi =�M�Hkzi, with M = �1Kk��2Hk, then (M�Q)Q�KkZz+i +0 = �i(M�Q)Q�HkZz+i +0: If we multiply thisequation on the left by Z�, we get (M+)�K+k�1z+i = �i(M+)�H+k�1z+i , with M+ = �1K+k�1 � �2H+k�1. 2Computation of Q The computation of Q is a straightforward result of Theorem 2.1. Once we have setthe parameters � and �, then Q is the orthogonal, unreduced upper Hessenberg matrix in the (skinny) QRfactorisation (7). The computation of Q is rather cheap, considered that Q has to be orthogonalised anyway{ in order to get an orthogonal V +k . However, the QR decomposition is an process that is only backwardstable, so forward errors may be introduced. In the next section, we will focus further on this problem.Computation of Z In contrast to the computation of Q, there are many degrees of freedom left for thecomputation of Z. Indeed, any full rank upper triangular matrix U 2 Ck�1�k�1 corresponds to a newmatrix ZU = ZU that ful�lls the conditions of Theorem 2.1. U does not change the �ltering properties ofthe restart, nor the new approximate eigenvalues, since it only replaces (K+k�1;H+k�1) by (K+k�1U;H+k�1U ).Therefore, we will look for a Z and a U that are cheap to compute and that make the restarting procedureas robust as possible. If we multiply (1) with U before the restart, then we getKUk = KkU = HkUMk + (TkU +HkMkU �HkUMk) = HUk Mk + TUk ;with TUk = KkU �HkUMk.Lemma 2.2 Given Q 2 Ck+1�k that ful�lls (7) and say that �Q 2 Ck�k�1 is the upper left submatrix of Q.Suppose that T k has full rank. Then Z = (�Mk � �I)(T k)�1 �Q ful�lls condition (5) and it leads to matricesK+k�1; H+k�1 that are unreduced upper Hessenberg.Proof First note that, because Q is upper Hessenberg, if q�Q = 0 then q� � �Q0 � = qIk+1;kQ = 0. IfQR = (�Kk � �Hk) = Hk(�Mk � �I) + �Tk; (8)then q�(�Kk � �Hk)Z = 0. On the other handq�HkZ = q�Hk(�Mk � �I)(T k)�1 �Q = q�(�Kk � �Hk)(T k)�1 �Q� �q�Tk(T k)�1 �Q = 0 + 0:Hence, (5) is ful�lled (if � = 0, then Kk and Hk can be exchanged). By using (8), we getH+k�1 = Q�HkZ = R(T k)�1 �Q� �Ik;k�1K+k�1 = Q�KkZ = RMk(T k)�1 �Q+ �Ik;k�1;so these matrices are the product of a full rank upper triangular matrix and an unreduced upper Hessenbergmatrix. Therefore, K+k�1 and H+k�1 must be unreduced upper Hessenberg. 2The choice of Z that is proposed in Lemma 2.2 is easy to apply. It is also not very expensive to implement.However, it heavily depends on the inversion of the matrix Tk. If Tk is nearly singular, then the restartingprocedure can be unstable. This is often the case when the continuation vector is chosen tk = zk : since wehope that the method will converge, we can expect that zk ' zk+1. But even if Tk would be the unit matrix,then after a few steps of a repeated restart, the matrix can get a small singular value. However, there is asolution to this problem : we can multiply equation (1) by an upper triangular matrix U before restarting.If U can be chosen such that TUk is e.g. a diagonal matrix, then Z can be computed in a more stable way.The next proposition shows that such a U can always be found.5



Proposition 2.3 Consider a RKS relation (1).Given T = fTUk j TUk = KkU �HkUMk; U is upper triangular with diag(U ) = 1g. Then there exist at leastone TUk 2 T that is a diagonal matrix.Proof The i-th column ui of U must ful�ll�ei = (K i � �iHi)ui (ei is the i-th unit vector),which is always possible since in [3] was proven that if �i is not a solution of the eigenvalue problem, then(Ki � �iHi) has full rank. 2Before we give an example of this solution, we should note that �nding U is not as expensive as it seems.Indeed, if the shift �i was held �xed for a few steps, then the system must only be solved once with a multipleright hand side. Moreover, the objective is not to make Tk diagonal, but only to make it well conditioned.A possible disadvantage of the strategy is that it cannot be guaranteed that kUk is never large. Algorithm 2proposes a solution that �nds a U that has a small norm and that corresponds to a well conditioned TUmatrix. The algorithm computes U as in Proposition 2.3, unless the computed diagonal element (U )i;i issmaller that a given tolerance � (e.g. � = 1e-4). Otherwise, U would be nearly singular.Algorithm 2 Compute U0. Given Kk; Hk and some tolerance � .Set U = [ ].1. For i = 1; : : : ; k do1.1. Solve (Ki � �iHi) � ui�i � = ei1.2. If j�ij � �kuik thenSet U  � U ui0 �i �ElseChoose a ûi 2 Ci�1.Set U  � U ûi0 1 �End if. Algorithm 3 IFRKS0. Given Kk; Hk; Vk+11. Select (�; �), with ��i 6= �; i = 1; : : : ; k2. Compute [Q q] � R0 � = �Kk � �Hk3. Compute Z4. Set V +k = Vk+1Q.Set K+k�1 = Q�KkZ.Set H+k�1 = Q�HkZ.There is a second possible strategy to compute a suitable Z. We can construct Z such that it ful�lls (5)and such that it is orthogonal. However this approach seems rather ad hoc, it turns out to be in many casesan optimal choice. The following proposition proves that we can always �nd such a Z.Proposition 2.4 Given Q 2 Ck+1�k that ful�lls (7), there exist a matrix Z that ful�lls condition (5) andthat is both orthogonal and upper Hessenberg.Proof Say [Q q] � R0 � = �Kk � �Hk and call [; g] = q�( ��Kk + ��Hk);  2 C; g 2 C1�k�1. Then,unless v1 is an eigenvector,  6= 0 and Z = � g�Ik�1 �S;where S 2 Ck�1�k�1 is an upper triangular matrix such that Z is orthogonal (e.g. S contains the orthog-onalisations coe�cients of a Gramm Schmidt process.). Note that the choice of ( ��Kk + ��Hk) is only takento have a combination of Kk and Hk that is linearly independent from �Kk � �Hk. 2Example 2.1 We constructed a 100� 100 matrix A such that �i = �1=i; i = 1; : : : ; 100 :A = 2666664 �11 1100�12 1100. . . . . .� 199 1100� 1100 3777775 :6



Z ZU Z?�(T ) 2e+14 3e+8 2e+14kq�HkZk 1e+14 7e�9 1e�14�(U ) 2e+1j�+1 � �1j 4e�6 8e�12 4e�12j�+2 � �2j 3e�6 5e�12 4e�12j�+3 � �3j 2e�6 5e�12 4e�12Table 1: Comparison of di�erent computations of Z. The �rst uses Z = (M � �8I)T�1 �Q, the secondtransforms the problem such that T is better conditioned, the latter computes the orthogonal ZWe performed 8 steps of Algorithm 1 on this matrix, using v1 = [1 � � � 1]=10. In the �rst 5 steps, we usedas pole �1���5 = 1 and as continuation vector the unit vector. In the last 3 steps, we used �i = �i�1 andfor ti the corresponding approximate eigenvector. After these 8 steps, the error on the rightmost eigenvalue�1 = �0:01 is j�1 � �1j = 3e� 3.We then used three di�erent algorithms to restart the RKS relationship in order to remove the leftmostapproximate eigenvalue of (K8;H8). The results are displayed in Table 2.1. The �rst column shows theresults for Z = (M8 � �8I)T�18 �Q. It illustrates that this straightforward choice of Z introduces not only alarge error on �+i . More importantly, kq�HkZk � 0, which means that a large error is introduced on the newRKS relation. This is important, because if the RKS relation is not correct, then the future approximatedeigenvalues might become inaccurate. The error is caused by the badly conditioned T matrix.The second column shows the application of Algorithm 2 (with � = 10e-4 and ûi = [1 � � �1]� ) on thisexample. A good U is found that reduces the norm of T�1 to some extent. However, kT�1k is still large.The results for �+i and kq�HkZk are better.The third approach seems to give the best results. The errors on the �+i are very small and kq�HkZk =O(u).3 Possible errors while using IFRKSIn practice, the computed RKS relation (1) is not exact. In each step of Algorithm 1, a computationalerror is added to the relation. If the error is small, then it will have no important e�ect on the convergenceproperties of the algorithm. However, in [8], it has been shown for the Implicitly Restarted Arnoldi method,that this error can have an important e�ect on the �ltering properties of the restarting algorithm. In thissection, we show a similar property for the IFRKS algorithm. We show that, even if the error on the RKSrelation is small, the �ltering step described in Theorem 2.1(c) can be inaccurate.There are two main sources of possible computational errors in Algorithm 1. First, the linear system instep 1.2. will only be solved to some residual error :(A� �iB)w = BViti + s0i; with ks0ik � u(kA� �iBkkwk+ kBVitik);where u is the machine precision. Secondly, the orthogonalisation steps 1.3. and 1.4. can be inexact :w = Vihi + vi+1�i + s00i :If we call s000i the rounding error made on the computation of the i-th column of Ki and if we sum the errorsin the vector si = s0i � (A � �iB)s00i + BVi+1s000i , then we can collect all the error vectors in one matrix[s1; : : : ; sk] = Sk. We get the corrected RKS relationshipAVk+1Hk = BVk+1Kk + Sk: (9)In Theorem 3.2, we will show that if the �ltering step fails, then the inuence of Sk will be larger in generalthan the inuence of the error on the computed QR decomposition. In order to prove that, we need thefollowing Lemma.Lemma 3.1 If we call �1(T ) � �2(T ) � : : : the singular values of a matrix T and if R 2 Ck�1�k�1 has fullrank, then given a vector r 2 Ck�1 and a scalar � 2 C�i( ~R) = �i�� R r0 � �� � ��i(R) + j�j; i = 1; : : : ; k � 1;7



where � � 1 + kR�1rkProof See [2]. 2As a result, Lemma 3.1 says that if j�j � �k�1( ~R) and if � is not too large, then �k�1(R) = O(�k�1( ~R)).I.e., the smallest singular value of the leading submatrix R is approximately equal to the second smallestsingular value of ~R. In the following theorem, we show how the error Sk can cancel the �ltering property.Theorem 3.2 Given an inexact RKS relation (9), with kSkk � "; given the QR decomposition Q̂R =�Kk � �Hk, with Q the computed approximation of Q̂ = Q+�Q such that kQR� (�Kk � �Hk)k is small.Then there exist a matrix P of full rank such thatV +k = (A � �kB)�1(�A� �B)VkP + E;with kEk � "j��k� �j��1k (R)+ k�Qk. Moreover, if (R)k;k < �k�1(R), then k�QkF � 
kRk��1k�1(R)u, forsome 
 � 0.Proof Given (9) and Lemma 1.1, we can write(A � �kB)Vk+1(�Kk � �Hk) = (�A � �B)Vk+1(Kk � �kHk) + (��k � �)Sk= (�A � �B)Vk(Kk � �kHk) + (��k � �)Sk(A� �kB)Vk+1QR = (�A � �B)Vk(Kk � �kHk) + (��k � �)SkVk+1Q = (A � �kB)�1(�A� �B)Vk [(Kk � �kHk)R�1] + (��k � �)SkR�1;with k(��k � �)SkR�1k � "j��k � �j��1k (R). In [1] is proved that k�QkF � p2kRkkR�1k�1ku + O(u2),where Rk�1 is the k� 1� k� 1 leading submatrix of R. If we neglect the second order term in u and if wecombine this result with Lemma 3.1, we getk�QkF � p2kRk(�+ (R)k;k=�k�1(R))��1k�1(R) � p2kRk(�+ 1)��1k�1(R);with � as in Lemma 3.1 and (R)k;k=�k�1(R) < 1 � �. 2Theorem 3.2 says that when a RKS relation is restarted and it has a R that is almost singular, then the�ltering property can be lost. However, the inuence of the (possibly small) error matrix Sk will be dominantto the inaccuracy of the computed matrix Q, assuming that 0 ' �k(R)� �k�1(R).Let us consider a case where kR�1k can be large. This means that R is nearly singular, so there exists avector z of unit length, such that �k(R) = kRzk = k�Kkz � �Hkzk ' 0:If �=� = �k, then with z equal to the corresponding eigenvector of (Kk;Hk), we get�k(R) � kRzk = (��k � �)j�kzk;kj:A small j�kzk;kj, corresponds, following (4), to the residual of an eigenvector that has converged well.Therefore, using IFRKS to remove a converged eigenvector from the subspace Vk+1 seems not to be a goodidea, because the �ltering will be inaccurate. A second �ltering step can then be necessary.It is clear that unlike the problems with the computation of Z, this problem can not be cured by switchingto a di�erent set of Kk and Hk matrices. In that case, a more explicit procedure should be employed (seee.g. [2]). It should be stressed that, however the �ltering can fail, the norm of the `new' error matrix S+kwill be of the same order of kSkk if the condition (5) is ful�lled to computational accuracy.Before we illustrate this with an example, we must keep in mind the following warning. There is a secondpossibility to have a large kR�1k. If Hk is singular, then Kk must be (in general) singular too, since bothsides of (1) must have the same rank and share the same null space. Any combination of Kk and Hk willthen have a singular R. Moreover, the small eigenvalue problem will have an arbitrary eigenvalue. We canaspect a similar behaviour ifHk and Kk have a small singular value and R becomes near-singular. Therefore,this situation must be avoided by the RKS algorithm, since it will lead to wrong results that, unfortunately,are hard to identify. 8



k = 10 Filter Filter k = 4 Filter Remove Remove� 1 �9:49(�; �) (0; 1) (0; 1) (0; 1) (1; �left) (1; �right)�1 50:5 1369 �9:49 �9:4883 �9:4883 �9:4883 �10 + 0:3i�2 13� 33i �9:49 �11:4� 14:6i �11:4� 14:6i �11:4� 14:6i �11:4� 14:6i �11:6� 14:7i�best �9:38 �9:49 �9:49 �9:4883 �9:4883 �9:4883kAy1 � �1By1k 1e�6 8e�4 3e�5 1e�10 1e�10 4e�10 4e�10kAVH � BV Kk=kHk 1e�14 2e�12 2e�12 3e�14 3e�14 3e�14 1e�13�k(R) 1e�4 6e�4 9e�10 8e�8 6e�19�k�1(R) 9e�4 1e�3 2e�6 1e�4 1e�4#�sp 3 1 0 0 0 0 0Table 2: Illustrations of aspects of �ltering with IFRKSExample 3.1 Let us recall the example in [3].The example comes from a model of viscous free-surface uid ow on a tilted plane [7]. The Navier-Stokesequations were discretised by a �nite element approach leading to an eigenvalue problem Ax = �Bx of sizen = 536. The matrices A and B are nonsymmetric, B is singular (B has rank 429) and A is not. The goal isto �nd the rightmost eigenvalues used for the stability analysis of a steady state solution of the Navier-Stokesequations.The main problem is that B is singular. This means that Ax = �Bx has an in�nite eigenvalue. Moreover,for this example, this eigenvalue is defective. When we apply an iterative eigenvalue solver to this problem,this in�nite eigenvalue may emerge as �nite spurious eigenvalues. The calculation of spurious eigenvaluescan be avoided as follows. Let R denote the eigenspaces (and the generalised eigenspaces if the eigenvaluesare defective) corresponding to the �nite eigenvalues and N the eigenspace (and generalised eigenspace)corresponding to the in�nite eigenvalue. Since Rn = R + N , it is su�cient to remove the N componentin V , in order to avoid the calculation of `in�nity'. Since an in�nite eigenvalue of Ax = �Bx correspondsto a zero eigenvalue of A�1B, N = nullspace((A�1B)�) where � is the index of this eigenvalue. If � = 1,then the eigenvalue is non-defective. Thus, the calculation of spurious eigenvalues due to singular B can beavoided by �ltering V +  orth((A�1B)�V )or even by shifting the problem, e.g. asV +  orth((A � ��B)�1B � � � (A� �1B)�1BV ) :Such a �ltering is easily done by the IFRKS method with shifts (�; �) = (0; 1).For this example, the rightmost eigenvalues are known, so it is easy to check whether a computedrightmost eigenvalue is spurious. These eigenvalues are �1 = �9:4883, �2;3 = �11:6062 � 14:6602i, and�4;5 = �15:9689 � 3:2343i. The index of the in�nite eigenvalue is not known, but we found that a smallnumber of QZ steps were su�cient to avoid the calculation of spurious eigenvalues in this problem. We ranthe following test in Matlab on a Ultra Sparc-2 station.First, we performed 10 steps of Algorithm1 with pole �1���10 = 1 and v1 = [1 � � �1]=pn. Then, we �ltered 2times the subspace Vk with (�; �) = (0; 1) in order to remove the spurious eigenvalues from the approximatedspectrum. We resumed Algorithm 1 with pole �i = �1 = �9:49 for 4 iterations. We then �ltered 1 timewith (�; �) = (0; 1). Finally, we restarted the subspace twice with an exact shift, i.e. (�; �) = (1; �). The�rst time, we removed the leftmost Ritz value. Since this Ritz value lies far from the second shift, it has notconverged. Finally, we tried to remove the converged Ritz value from the approximate spectrum. Table 3.1shows the results.The example illustrates several points. First, it shows that it is important to �lter away possible spuriouseigenvalues before changing the pole �. Indeed, the �rst column of Table 3.1 shows that if we set the new� equal to the rightmost eigenvalue, �1 = 50:5, then this will slow down the convergence. This pole liesfar from the true rightmost eigenvalue. The second and third column show that it can be necessary to�lter more than once, if the zero eigenvalue of B is defective. Indeed, it takes two �ltering steps to removeall spurious eigenvalues (#�sp displays the number of Ritz values that have a positive real part. TheseRitz values are certainly spurious). If we resume the RKS algorithm with a new pole, then the rightmosteigenvalue converges well. The �ltering step in column �ve turns out to be not necessary, since there are9
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